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Pure Sociology: A Treatise on the Origin and Spontaneous 
Development of Society. By LESTER F. WARD. New 
York: The Macmillan Co. Pp. xii+6o6. $4. 

A GROUP Of writers will be invited to discuss in this JOURNAL sali- 
ent features of this work. Meanwhile we record its appearance, and 
congratulate author, publisher, and the sociologists. A New York 
daily paper lampooned the book in a column editorial. It was a 
gratuitous advertisement of the effect which scientific treatment of any 
subject has on the hobo type of mind. A few days earlier the follow- 
ing was written in a private letter, by an American who has been 
studying philosophy and sociology in Germany for three or four years, 
after graduation from college and then from a newspaper office in this 
country: 

It seems to me that the most important thing is self-knowledge, the 
knowledge of what you are doiilg in the world, and why you are doing it. 
America lacks self-knowledge, it seems to me, in several directions. No 
nation in the world seems to me so passionately engaged in doingas America, 
and hardly any nation to be doing it so blindly. 

Some of us think that the sort of thing which Dr. Ward is doing 
will pay larger social dividends, in the long run, than any equal invest- 
ment of energy in any other direction. We shall never know our- 
selves, individually or socially, till someone finds us out and helps us 
see ourselves in our processes of coming into being and of completing 
our being. Such knowledge is too wonderful for most of us at pres- 
ent, but a few minds demand it, and more will learn to swell the 
demand. It will be a long time before a more important contribution 
to social self-knowledge appears between the covers of a single book. 

A. W. S. 

Heredity and Social Progress. By SIMON N. PATTEN. New York: 
The Macmillan Co. Pp. 214. $1.25. 

THERE is poetic justice in Professor Patten's conversion from a 
most inveterate prosecutor, if not persecutor, of the " biological sociolo- 
gists," and his appearance, not merely as a sociologist, but as one out- 
biologizing them all. I humbly confess this essay is beyond my 
depth. I shall make diligent search for someone to expound it. The 
vital and the psychical still seem so unlike to me, and both of them 
are still so mysterious, that putting the two mysteries together in this 
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familiar fashion raises in my mind more doubts than it settles, not 
merely about the combination, but about the components. I fear that 
Professor Patten is not even, as he hopes, on the main line to truth 
viaz the route recommended by Huxley: (p. vi). "If you can't be 
right, be dead wrong." To be incomprehensible is neither. 

A. W. S. 

The Woman Who Toils: Being the Experiences of Two Ladies 
as Factory Girls. By MRS. JOHN VAN VORST AND MARIE 

VAN VORST. New York: Doubleday, Page & Co. Pp. 303. 
THIS is the book which called out the now famous letter of Presi- 

dent Roosevelt on the subject of parenthood. The letter is printed as 
a preface. It does not appear, by the way, that either of the authors 
is a mother, but they seem to have willingly posed to point the presi- 
dent's moral, in exchange for his advertising. As records of adven- 
ture the chapters are readable, in spite of a tinge of caddishness in 
keeping the reader reminded that the adventurer was a " lady," able at 
any moment by a " presto " to spirit herself into another world. One 
is unable to decide how much of a lark, and how mucn of serious 
investigation, was in the enterprise that collected these first-hand 
observations. It is equally impossible to decide whether this indeter- 
minable state of mind was competent to receive correct impressions of 
the subjective conditions encountered. The sketches will have to 
count, therefore, as specimens of amateur social photography. As 
studies of the view-point of the woman who toils their value is dubious. 

A. W. S. 
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